Counterstreaming ions or ions traveling simultaneously both parallel and antiparallel to the magnetic field direction have been briefly noted in the literature but have not been studied previously in depth. We have studied over 60 counterstreaming ion (CSI) events observed on the ISEE 1 satellite. Often, both oxygen and hydrogen ions at a number of energy levels are counterstreaming, but some events show only either oxygen or hydrogen ions at one or more energy levels involved. One particularly interesting event shows only counterstreaming oxygen ions with 417 eV energy; oxygen ions of lower energy (215 eV) and higher energy (630-17,000 eV) and all the hydrogen ions between 215 and 17,000 eV energy have lower fluxes and/or nearly isotropic pitch angle distributions. This event correlates well with wave activity in the 17-to 100-Hz band and is also accompanied by 200-eV downgoing and 400-eV upgoing electrons. Details of this and some other CSI events are presented. The CSI events were found to occur at altitudes of about 2-8 R s on L shells of about 5-12 in the evening-to-morning sector from about 1700 to 0900 LT; the majority of the CSI events at altitudes between 2 and 5 R s and L values from 5 to 8 involve oxygen ions, while at higher altitudes from about 5 to 8 R s and higher L values from about 8 to 12 the majority involve hydrogen ions. Some features suggest wave-particle interaction may be involved in some CSI events.
The data used in this study were obtained with the energetic ion mass spectrometers on the International Sun Earth Explorer (ISEE) 1 satellite. ISEE 1 and 2 were launched on October 22, 1977, in almost coincident orbits around the Earth with periods of approximately 57 hours and apogees of 23 R e . Two essentially identical mass spectrometers point 5 ø above and 5 ø below the ISEE 1 spin plane. They have high sensitivity of approximately 1 cm 2 sr eV and high resolution with M/AM = 10 at focus. They cover the entire mass range from 1 amu to > 150 amu in 64 channels at each of 32 energy channels covering the energy per charge range from 0 to approximately 17 keV/e. Further details and characteristics of the ISEE 1 energetic ion mass spectrometer may be found in a paper by Shelley et al. [1978] .
To minimize the effects of spatial and/or temporal fluctuations, a special "aurora" mode was designed which minimized the measurement cycle by sampling only eight energy steps for each of the two main species, O + and H +. Each mass/energy step was sampled for 3 s, which is very slightly less than the satellite spin period of 3.03 s. Also, a background Figure 2 of the satellite encountering first ions that had presumably traveled downward and had subsequently increased their pitch angles to values both about 90 ø and higher (upflowing ions), then the counterstreaming ions, followed by only upgoing ions, presumably both the ions that had mirrored and those ions that had been accelerated upward initially.
To investigate the possibility of wave-particle interaction, and in particular the Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance, the behavior of the parallel energies of the ions in the O + CSI event were examined. One of the important features of the Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance which involves pitch angle and energy diffusion processes [Lyons, 1974] is a minimum parallel resonant energy [Joselyn and Lyons, 1976; Lyons, 1979] , so this would be a feature to look for. 8. Wave-particle interaction may be involved in some CSI events.
